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This Dimension Series program is, for me, the latest episode in

fourteen years of personal fascination and frustration with the notion

of community. my pal here is to argue for the value of vmmunity asa
1

communicative study. Perhaps. the best way to do so is indicate hoW I
,

r

wascledawkwardly but inexorably--toward an interest in concept of

community. ,

My interest in community began with musings about the instrumental

'nature of human Communication and curiosity about the poorly-defined dis-
k

tinction between private and public communication. As a student of rhetoric.

and as an essentially pragmatic native of Missouri, I have always been

less interested in whan,Communication is ap6'how it works. Rather,lav

been captured bye a propositicin to which all students, of communication

pay homage-- unication is instrumental. As Lunderstand this

statement, ft at communicalrbn is the essential human tool, With
f.

ommunicaei en -deVeTop, su§tain, and change things--things like

self-indentity, notions .of reality and fantasy, human knowledge, relation-
,

ships', and systems,of social organization. To say that communication is

instrumental is to challenge ourselves to become artful pragmatists - -to

discover the means for exerting influence thin ugh other peoplp for identi-
t

fiable ends. I suspect this focus is mostly responsible for burgeoning

undergraduate enrollments; it provides us with a ready answer to that

inelegant but inevitable question: "Yes, but what caneyou do with a major

_in communication?"

As a student of rhe4oric and public address, I have been fascinated

and puzzled by the distinction made--often glibly and dogmaticallybetween

:3
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,private and public -cOmmunicattve act$. Conlon sense, for example, suggests

to me that some communicative acts are private and -some are public. It does

not require genius to recognize something qualitatively' different between

the rhetoric of the bedroom and the-Aetoric of the boardroom. Nevtrthe-
.

less, I have found - -as perhaps you have--that efforts to delineate the

distinction betWten private and public communication are rarely made at

all and are less than satisfying when they are attempted. For example,

I reject as nonsense,the argument that interpersonal communication which is

characterized by a high degree of personal self-disclosure.is private

communication and all else is public. I watched along''With, millions of

other Americans as ,Teddy Kennedy bared his soul to the people of Massachusetts

and the nation fallowing the tragedy at Chappaquiddick.

I reject, too, the implication found in Richard Sennett's book, The

Fall of Public Man, that the ascendancy of ,private communication is

achiived at the expense of public dbmmunication and vice versa.
1

I recognize

no such limitationsCto the potentials for human communication.

It is worthinoting.that the distinction between private and public

communication remains an open question for our field and a matter of concern

for other fields. Recently, for example, the Center for 20th Century Studies

--,e on the University ofcWisconsim-Milaukee campus announced that it is-devoting

a year of Inter-Osciplinary inquiry into the distinctiod between private

and public communication, I suspect that most of us in the,fieldpf,speech

communication have confronted the question of the distinction between

private and public communication at sow time or another and, perhaps, have

generated a sufficient answer tothat question. But I am not aware of

tir
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any authoritative treatment of the question or of any efforts to test and

illustiate some conception of the distinction between private and public

communication.

For me--for now - -the distinCtion between private and public communication'

is best approached phenomenologically. Attention,must be given to a series

of consensual apd interdependect perceptions which define an interaction as

public or private. These perceptions appear to me to include: 1. perceptions

of context and accessibility to context; 2. perceptions of relationship

including such issues as trust and relational style; and 3.i perceptions

of message content including language characteristics. I see nothing pro-

found in such a conceptualization of the distfnction between private and

public communication--only a tftoretical scheme which allows me to account,
e--

fin a tentative wayi for some intriguing differences in human communicative'

behavior.

At this point you are right to ask what all of this has to do with how

I came to focus on the notion of community or, more importantly, why I

would argue that a focus on community is essential to the study of communi-

cation. Let me offer three propositions which I will develop through the

'remainder of this paper and which, I believe, argue the value of community

as an essential focus for communication study:

First, community, perhaps as no other level of social
organization, illustrates and tests the instrumental
nature of human communication.

) Secondly, community, perhaps as no other level of
social organization, illustrates the delicate interplay
of private and public communication; and

Finally, I will argue that community is perhaps the
. unique Context in which all human interactive units
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exert communicative infAence simultaneously. To
understand. the meaning and functioning of community
is to understand more than we know now abbut the
relationships among interacting units.

Before attempting to develop these propositions, however., let me define

what I mean by "community." Community, I believe, is best defined as a

communication-engendered, psychological construct based.upon consensual

perceptions of common identity, interdependence, obligation, and efficacy.

From this view, community is defihed directly from the experiences of

, individuals as they interact with each other and as they-develop common

interpretations of their experiences. tommunity e74gts, then, when indivi-

duals sense that it exists as a result of their interactions with other

individuals, Seymour.Sarason appears tosubstantia this definition of

community when he writes:
,-

Precisely because we al,1 experience the presence or absence
of a psychological sense of community . . . some of its
characteristics are not hard to state. The perception of
similarity to others, an acknowledged interdependence with
others, a willingness to nUintain thii interdependence by
giving to or doingior others what pne expects from them,
the feeling that one is part of a larger dependable and stable
structure--these are some of the ingredients of the psycho-
logical sense of community. You know when you have it and .

when you don't. 4

From this pQrspective community is not a place biit a seres of inter-related

/
and consensual perceptions which grow out of interaction. Clearly, community

can exist as part of some spatially-defined areas--such as the residential

neighborhood, but it is not restricted to such locales.3

Let me 'turn now to the first of three propositions which,, I'believe,

argue the valuee'of community.as an essential fdcusfor communication study.

Community illustrates,anchtests the' instrumental, nature of communication..

As the earlier definition of community suggests, community is created,

de

\
eloped, 'kustained, and changed through communication. *- In her book,
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Contemporary Community, British sociologist Jacqueline Scherer summarized

what appears to be commonplace among social soientists: the-understanding

that communication is the sine qua non of community: She writes:

John Dewey recognized that communication is at the heart
of anycommunity: we can only share in common what we can
communicate with others. Commugication. is the life-
blood of all social structures.4

Philosopher Glenn Tinder is even more ireci. " Community," he argues,

"is enacted in the activity of comnunication."5 And sociologist

George Hillery, Jr., after reviewing 104 definitions of community

l''';found that the only common eleent in all such definitions was agreement

that communityis created and developed through communicative'interaction.

The process by which community is ,created and developed is interestingly

traced by Herbert Gans. In The Levittowners, Gansyrites:

Different kinds of people came to Levittown for houses:
some because it was cheaper than the city; some to get land
fOrAhe children: some to-have more privacy than in a flat.,
The builder provided a house that met these needs at a price
they could afford. Once.there, residents had social cohtacts--
with those immediately Oose;they then joined various organi-
zations to find people with Whom they shared some'coMmon
interests. In time, those within the 4rganization who agreed
on-basic issues and values united (a) to gain power ov7. the .

organization itself and (b).eventually to Use the organization
as means of sharing the wider poWer in overall place. of
Levittown. 'As they did this, some residents found themselves
in community and recoghized if as 15dh.

It is clear that community is not a "given"; it is intentionally created

or neglected.neglected. What is not clear at present is what communication skills .

are minimally essential for the creatioelof community. 1 am disturbed,

as pe'haps you are, by the implication that community is the serendipitous

result of some kind of communicative activity over some indefinite period,

of time"1

I

,
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I,We do not accept3that kind of ambiguity concerning other levels

of social Organization, and I see no reason for communication scholars to

accept it with regard to community. If,we knew, for example, what was

minimally essential to create community we could explain, amongtother

things, why it is difficult to synthesize community and AY planrfed

communities are` often such abysmal failures.

The instrumental nature of communication is furtherjj.1Ustrated and

tested as we examine the ways/by which community orta "sense of tommunity"

is sustained. tocial scientists agree that, just as a "sense4bf community"

is created through communication, it is sustained by communication. Through

communication the essential but often fragile perceptions and relationships

which define sense of colunity are confirmed and enhanced. Social

scientists have linket.extensiveness of communication contact with ai

persisting sense of community) and preliminary research has demonstrated

that the sense of commun4y is-enhanced by greater frequency of visiting

among community residents, and the kinds of contact which permit residents

to know each other by their first names.8 A limited amount of research has

N-

linked consensual, definition of neighborhood or community boundaries to

a strengthined sense of community,9 but that is an inconsistent finding.

Various studies have also linked the extent of borrowing, shared super-

'vision of children, house and apartment:watching, cooperative efforts among

residents to reduce crime and even local shopping interactions to an

enhanced sense of community among community relldents.1° Perhaps, most
A

interesting of this research is the work of Derek Phillips who linked

"interaction opportunities" with "investment" in anjsatisfaction with

local communtty structureAll
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Finally, a host of studies seek to examine the extent d effective-

ness of extra-community interaction with sense of community. Thomas Bender,

for example, examines what he calls the "interplay of communal orientations

with the larger society"

/
and for a reconceptualization and remarriage

of the notions of gemeilischaft and gesellschaft.
12

I suspect that my

colleagues on thi$ program and, in particular, Professor Reagan have some,,

insights to offer in this area.
.

What appears clear is that there is opp rtunity for communicacive

i

research about how communication is or can be used instrumentally to sustain

and enhance consensual perceptions of identity, interdependence and,pbligation,

and perceptions of efficacy among community residents. As I trust this
k

program demonstrates,-some progress has been made in that direction.

Perhaps most intriguing for those interested in illustrating ank

testing the instrumental nature of communication is the notion of commtnity.

,

hange. To speak of a "sense of community" is often to suggest a hoMeostatic

state in which various compqing interests are uniformly satisfied or

subdued. Jacqueline Scherer offers a more realistic picture when she

writes..

or
Those 42 see community as alemotional bond of togetherness
usually paint their image inAlowing colors of warmth and '

affection, dimming out, as far as possible; t e strains,
tensions, and inevitable clash of interests t t Are normally
Present in hues just as strong. This is becau most of us
eve been reluctant to understand the complexity 9" f conflicti

and the important part it plays in human affairs.

I believe I could spend the remainder of my time identifying profitable

areas of research focusing on the uses of speech communication to alter

in ways subtle and profound the nature and-functioning of community../ it

9

err

4C`
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seems unnecessary in late 1981 to that community as a level of
,

social organization cannot avoid conflict. Indeed, as Richard Sennett

suggests in The Uses-of Disordir, unless conflict and conflict management

are .a partof the community structure true community cannot and does not

1
exist.

4
I find it difficult to believe that those Who understand human

relationships and human social structures of any kind regard Sennett's

if
suggestion as radical. The fact of conflict in community offers opportunities

4 ,

to discover how communicatiOn used instrumentally provokes, exacerbates,

and manages community conflicts. 0

There is time here only to sketch., What I have attempted to argue ,,

. .

is that the notion of community offers ample research opportunities to

those interested in the instrumental nature of Communication. In dis-.

covering how communica

)

Ion operates to create, devdlop, sustain, and

mmtchange "sense of co ity" we will discover more than we now know

about pragmatic, humanpcommunicationl. That much should recommend community

.

study to communication scholars. But, as I indicated.earlier, there is more.

Earliere\offered the-proposition that community; perhaps as no other
1.

level-of social organization, illustrates the de cate interplay of private

and public communication. Let me outline th a gument here. I have been

made uncomfortable; as perhaps you.have, by e argument of Richard Sennett
,

that the pursuit of communal solidarity and community identity results in
0

an ultimately desti.uctive "myth of community" in which diversity, flexibility,

and ambiguity are.sacrtficed to homogeneity, exclusiveneess, and predictabilit
.

15

.4

It is hard to.resist.some components of Sennett's argument. But it is also

true that the "communal urge" is a search for identity and emotional

10
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1 support-in a cdmplex and impersOhil world. As Jacqueline Scherer points,

out, "(C) ommunity. . . (is) the means by which issues of loneliness,

impersonality, bigness add loss of power can be redressed. . . . a context

within which to find personil acceptance and recognition denled in other

situations."16 )

A central problem with "sensesense of community" is the tensi40 between

private needs and concerns and public demands. The development of

common identity, for example, involves the emergence Of a sense of

t
"we -ness" with some number of individual4 s. But inherent in this is a sense

,

of.disidentity with others, a process of disidentification. The issue
c

*then, of how "others" will be assimilated into the community is persistent

and Vexing. Yet, community scholars are virtually unanimous in arguing

that community structures which are incapable of assimilating new members

are doomed to extinction.

' What, is needed is an exploration of how this tension can be managed

so that personal and public concerns are satisfied. Members of a community

are simultaneously involved, as Thomas Bender points out, in different

kinds of social relationships.and hold different statuses depending upon

whether they are acting out a role as a member of a family,, as a close

friend or neighbor, or as political men and women. These roles, he

argues., are-or should be--mutually reenforcing and collectively constitute

what is meant by the commun1 ty.17-

Just how all of this is managed however s an open question. I suggest

that investigating how this is managed is likely to illustrate for communi-

cation scholars the distinction iitween private communication and'public



communication. To investigate the community from this perspective to

search for the means by which individuals develop perceptiols of the communal

context and the more restrictive contexts which must exit within the

communal structure. Such investigation will probe the relationships which-.

emerge with a developing sAse of community and the varying quality of

thOse relationships. Some community engendered relationships' will presumably

satisfy the requirements needed for "private" communication and some Will

.

be limited to public interaction. Such, investigation will also probemessage

content and language featur9s which characterize some tommunity-based inter-

actions as'private and others,as public. I am not, of course, arguing for

uti'tization of the theoretical scheme I have outlined.in approaching the

issue of private versus public communication. I am, however, arguing

that whatever scheme we might construct to account for the disthiction
fA

betweenprivate and public communication may be profitably tested and

illu;trated through a focus'upon community lroeesses.

Finally, and very ,briefly, I arguethat.4 understand the meaning

and functioning of community is to understand more than we know now about

the relationships among interacting units which\exert influence simultaneously.

Interpersonal relationships, for example, are imbedded within community

structures. If.those relationships are to "be fully understood, some account

must be made of the extent to which they are influenced by and exert'

influence upon the community. The same point may be made of group inter-

actions.especially those group interactions which emerge from community

concerns or those group interactions whith emerge from a desire to go beyond

community concerns. Of.ganizations, too, are influenced by and.exert

influence upon the community. To understand the community is to acco.unS

*) 12
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for those influences and to:reveil mof-e than we currently know about Ocision

processes within-,organizations. To' understand the community is, I submit,

to understand.better the nature of inter- ethnic and even inter-cultural

communication. In recent years communication Scholars have focused attention

upon the interaction of various level's of social organization. To argue

the value-of community study it nothing more or less than to)urge that

community as a level of social organization should be included in any,effort

to account for the complexity of human communicative behavior.

1

I began this' presentatitn by suggesting that my interest In community

has been characterizpi by fascination andfrustratiw- I trust this brief

sketch has identified some of the reasons why, as a student of gbmmuni.cation,
oP

Iam fascinated and ompelled to a study of,community. 14frustration-miy
11IP

be described very quickly. Some time ago, I submitted a paper for rev4ew

to a communication-journal. The study represented an early attempt to prob-
.

the communicative correlates of'"sense Of community." The paper was re-

turned with this briR note: "This study deals with an interesting subject

and is well thought and executed. H4iever, it deals with much molthan

communication. I think a sociology journal would Ix more appropriate than

4 communication journal." I never want to read such a review again from a

colleague in communication.

4
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